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Poems describing the plight of urban realities, entertaining inspirations, teeth gritting truths. He's won @

Showtime at the Apollo. 24 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Poetry, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban

Details: **** Nominated Spoken Word Album of the Year 2004 (JPF) **** Thank You all for your Support

and Votes too!! Storm E Weather Best selling book/CD of Poetic observations Contact Desmond Storm E

Jones   StormE@StormEweather.com The E, in Storm E should stand for Emotional, as the series of

poems covers the broadest range of emotional conditions; like the weather. With selections like: As Is,

Can I please see my kids, Recognize Game, Ready made Family and That's not my Name (This poem

introduced Storm E to his national audience on the late night network television show "It's Showtime at

the Apollo") The charged imagery of his carefully crafted poetry strikes even deeper when heard from the

voice of the Author himself. It is there, from his own words, that he shares life experiences with hair rasing

power, social, political, humorous, witty and flat out entertaining commentaries. A rare and thrilling

listening or reading experience; guaranteed to be on the other side of the world from the common clich

poetry. Cumulatively, the series of short stories and poetry reveal the life blood of expression. Desmond

Storm E Jones a dramatic voice, with sweeping visions transforming experience into art. ***Reviews*** "A

powerful performance poet, made the strongest impact on a showcase that featured no other poetry.

Storm E took the audience on a rollercoaster ride with a dramatic series of pointed observations about life

in contemporary America. This poet/actor became a fatherless child confronting his mama and a crack

baby fighting for identity - eased into some humor with Got Milk (Tyrone's remix) a tongue-in-cheek

commercial by a lactose intolerant hero. The hair-raising power and humane comedy of the poet's

eloquently spoken words, were heightened by the electrifying energy of his physical presence. It's no

wonder he was chosen to appear on the late night network television show, It's Showtime at the Apollo.
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"W. Salisbury Cleveland Plain Dealer Dance Critic After listening to what you do:)I had to have the whole

CD..yall buy it it's soooooo worth it!!! Can't wait for your next joint Speak Poet !!!!!

StacyReads@********.com You are gooood!! I really enjoyed the poetry. Wanted to hear it all. The truth is

what it is. No holds barred. Well!!! Testimony was great. Butterscotch Sensuality took me where I

reaaaallllly didn't want to go, but hey, all is well (smile).Don't Call Me That pretty much summed it up from

the heart of a crack baby; got a few in my family. Got a niece that needs to hear it; born from a mother

who smoked the entire pregnancy and still smokes 13 years later. You are anointed to do what you do.

Praise Him!!! Some of Storm E's Artist Accomplishments *Won Def Poetry Jam's Poem of the Month

*Roots, tree and Branches featured on his upcoming release Jones'n: Through The Storm release :fall

2004 *Won several episodes on It's ShowTime at The Apollo *Cleveland, Ohio Slam Team 2001 *Best

Actor Award for his portrayal of Tony T in Lawrence Fisburnes Riff Raff @ Karamu House Inc. *Recently

published a collection of short stories and poetry from" Urban Youth " titled Something to say :At Risk for

Success 1/05 Contact Desmond Storm E Jones StormEWeather.com Available for Educational

Programs, Features, Workshops, CD Signings,  Spoken Word Events Individual, Group,  Corporate.
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